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ABSTRACT 

The HARMONY architecture [2] provides mechanisms for 
management of network and compute resources in a mobile 
computing environment. In HARMONY network resources 
are reserved based on the Entropy Model [7], and compute 
guarantees are provided by off-loading tasks from the mo- 
bile units to compute servers in the backbone network. A 
load-balancing scheme redistributes loads across all com- 
pute servers so that these are equally loaded. This paper 
carries out a design space exploration of the HARMONY 
architecture to determine parameter bounds within which 
quality of service can be provided. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It is envisioned that future Mobile Computing Environments 
(MCE) supporting multimedia applications will have wear- 
able front-end computing devices and various U 0  servers, 
database servers and compute servers (CS) on a backbone 
network. Users of the Mobile Units (MU) in such an MCE 
want to run ever more demanding applications, but they 
don't want to have the MUS increase in size and weight due 
to more battery power. A solution to this problem is to off- 
load parts of applications from the MUS to the CSs in the 
backbone. This off-loading introduces the need for strin- 
gent Quality of Service (QoS) requirements in the CSs, in 
addition to the QoS requirements for the wireless network 
connections. With a closer integration of communication 
and computation in multimedia applications, their end-to- 
end performance increasingly relies on the combination of 
network and compute QoS guarantees. A mobile multime- 
dia system under investigation in which we are considering 
off-loading applications to the backbone, is the Ubiquitous 
Communications project at the Delft University of Technol- 
ogy, The Netherlands [ 11. The HARMONY architecture pro- 
posed in [2] provides QoS in an MCE and helps maintain 
harmony between communication and compute resources. 
In this paper we carry out a design space exploration of the 
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various architectural components in HARMONY to identify 
a feasible region in which QoS is guaranteed. 

Previous work on providing compute guarantees has con- 
centrated on over-provisioning compute capacity [3]. In [4] 
a scheme of mapping applications from the MUS to the CSs 
has been investigated from the perspective of reducing power 
consumption. A good survey of existing QoS architectures 
appears in [5]. However, none of the cited architectures 
in [ 5 ]  guarantee end-to-end network and compute QoS, 
whereas the HARMONY architecture proposed in [2] has 
mechanisms to provide end-to-end network and compute 
QoS. 

2. SYSTEM MODEL 

The system model that we consider is an MCE in which net- 
work and compute resources can be reserved. In this section 
we provide details of the mechanisms to achieve this. 

2.1. Mobile Computing Environment 

We consider a cellular MCE with hexagonal cells compris- 
ing a two-level hierarchical network as shown in Figure 1. 
The first level of the hierarchy is the wireless network be- 
tween the MUS and the Base Stations (BS). At the second 
level of the hierarchy, a wireline backbone network inter- 
connects the BSs and the CSs. In this paper it is assumed 
that the backbone network is an Asynchronous Transfer Mode 
(ATM) network with a peak transmission rate of 645Mbps [6]. 
A group of four cells forms a macro-cell as shown by bold 
lines in Figure 1. For instance, cells cs , c6, ~ 1 5 ,  c16 together 
constitute a macro-cell. A CS is associated with every macro- 
cell. All CSs have the same compute capacity C, which is 
the MIPS (Million Instructions Per Second) rating of the as- 
sociated processor. We say that a cell c' is a First Order 
Neighbor (FON) of cell c if they have a boundary in com- 
mon. A cell c' is a Second Order Neighbor (SON) of cell c, 
if there exists a cell c" which is FON of c and c', and if c 
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Figure 1 : Mobile Computing Environment 

and c' are not FONs of each other. Clearly, each cell has 6 
FONs and 12 SONs. 

2.2. Network Resource Reservation 

Providing network guarantees to an MU involves estimat- 
ing the network traffic generated by the MU, and reserving 
resources based on this estimation. Network guarantees are 
provided based on the Entropy model proposed in [7] over 
ATh4 networks. A synthetic traffic profile with the same 
statistical properties as those of traffic in a wireless environ- 
ment is generated by modulating traffic in wireline domain 
with white gaussian noise. This synthetic traffic is modeled 
using the Entropy model with 21 states of unequal extents 
in a Markov chain [7] .  Each state in the Markov chain rep- 
resents a bandwidth regime. The variation in bandwidth re- 
quired for the duration of the call is obtained by traversing 
the most probable path in the Markov chain. 

When an MU originates a call in cell c, it wants to es- 
tablish a network QoS contract Qn comprising its required 
bandwidth B,  its required buffer space S in the BS, and 
its maximum network latency Tdelay. As MUS are mo- 
bile, we may want to reserve these resources not only in 
cell c, but also in c's FONs, in its SONs, and perhaps in 
additional cells. Therefore, we allow the MU to subscribe 
to the following Network QoS classes, where pp and ps 
(0 5 ps 5 p p  5 1) are the Primary and Secondary Re- 
source Usage Factors and are indicative of the network re- 
sources reserved in FONs and SONs. This helps maintain 
QoS as MUS move from one cell to another. 

1 .  Mobility Independent Guaranteed : Qn is guaran- 
teed in all cells of the MCE. 

2. Mobility Independent Predictive : Qn is reserved 
in cell c, pp x Qn is reserved in the FONs of c, and 
ps x Qn is reserved in all remaining cells. 

3. Mobility Dependent Guaranteed : Qn is reserved 
in cell c, pp x Qn is reserved in the FONs of c, and 
ps x Qn is reserved in the SONs of c. 

4. Mobility Dependent Predictive : Qn is reserved in 
cell c and p p  x Qn is reserved in the FONs of c. 

If any of the reservations required for the Network QoS 
class to which the MU wants to subscribe cannot be made 
when the call is initiated, the call is blocked. After the call 
is allowed into the MCE, every time the MU crosses a cell 
boundary, new resources need to be reserved and old ones 
relinquished according to its Network QoS Class. If QoS re- 
sources cannot be acquired in the new cell and its associated 
FONs and SONs the call is blocked. 

2.3. Compute Resource Reservation 

When an MU originates a call, it wants to establish a com- 
pute QoS contract Q c  consisting of the required compute 
capacity of the application Cap, and the required compute 
latency tcomp. We also assume that a call specifies its call 
duration Tcall. Similarly MUS subscribing to one of the four 
Network QoS classes, can subscribe to one of two Compute 
QoS Classes, viz. the Guaranteed Available and the Pre- 
dictive Available class. In the Guaranteed Available class, 
Qc is guaranteed to the MU throughout the duration of the 
call Tca~l.  In the Predictive Available class, no guarantees 
are provided at all, and only best effort compute power is 
delivered. The Predictiv! Available class can be supported 
by reserving a portion C of the total compute capacity C 
of every CS, thus reducing the total compute capacity for 
the Guaranteed Available class to C - C. In this paper we 
do not consider MUS subscribing to the Predictive Available 
class, and hence, C = 0. 

We categorize the spectrum of compute requirements of 
tasks into some fixed number of Compute Levels, each of 
which is entitled to a fair share of the total compute capac- 
ity in the CSs. A load-balancing scheme that redistributes 
tasks across CSs within compute levels ensures fairness in 
the entire MCE. Let N denote the number of compute lev- 
els in each CS. The total compute capacity CQ associated 
with any compute level is CQ = $. Compute level a is 
defined by the maximal capacity Ci, with Ci < Ci+l for 
i = 1,. . . , N - 1. A task that specifies a capacity of Cap, 
belongs to compute level i if 

1 
ci-1 < [c,,, x -1 I: ci i = 1 , . " )  N (1) 

tcomp 

(We don't consider tasks with Cap, x & I > CN .) 
The number of slots Mi in the task queue of compute level 

I 
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Figure 2: Block Diagram of the Harmony Architecture 

i ineach CS is Mi = 121 , i = 1,. . . , N .  Theservice 

time Ti to serve a slot in compute level i is Ti = $, i = 
1,. . . , N .  When a call belonging to compute level i is initi- 
ated in cell c, it is admitted into the MCE, and its associated 
compute task is put on the CS associated with the macro-cell 
to which c belongs, provided that the current queue length 
at compute level i of this CS is smaller than Mi. Otherwise, 
the call is rejected. 

3. THE HARMONY ARCHITECTURE 

HARMONY is a multilayered architecture as shown in Fig- 
ure 2 in which each layer and plane is associated with a 
specific task. In the QoS prediction layer, the Application 
Client provides the interface with the application and gets 
Qn and Qc from the application and forward it to the Net- 
work Client. The Network Client implements the Entropy 
Model. The compute capacity is forwarded to the Compute 
Client in the Compute QoS Plane. 

In the Harmony layer, the Network Resource Broker im- 
plements the call admission control for network resources. 
The network resource policing is done by the Network re- 
source controller. The Compute Resource Broker imple- 
ments the call admission policies for compute resources. 
The QoS-aware load balancing is implemented in the Com- 
pute Resource Controller. The Compute Resource Con- 
troller also maintains a database of free compute capacity 
available per CS in the MCE. 

mechanism to maximize resource utilization. The Com- 
pute Mobility Manager (CMM) mapshelocate computations 
across CSs in a way transparent to the application. Since 
the domain of application is known in advance, we assume 
that there exists appropriate application libraries in all CSs. 
Multimedia tasks executed in the CS are iterative in nature 
and works on stream data types. Hence task migration from 
one CS to another amounts to executing the same applica- 
tion from the library (of the associated CS)  and binding the 

The Harmony layer supports a QoS-aware load-balancing 

input data to it along with appropriate state information. In 
addition, the Network Mobility Manager (NMM) in the Har- 
mony layer is used to manage handoffs. 

3.1. QoS-aware Load-balancing 

The QoS-aware load-balancing implemented in the Harmony 
layer redistributes tasks in the queues corresponding to the 
different compute levels across all CSs so that all CSs are 
uniformly loaded. Let aid, a h ;  be the Load Scaling Factors 
corresponding to compute level i, where 0 5 ali 5 ah; 5 1. 
We define the High Water Mark ( H W M i )  and the Low Wa- 
ter Mark ( L W M i )  for every compute level i as [ a h ;  x 
Mil and [al; x Mil ,  respectively. In addition, we define 
the System Average SAi for compute level i by SAi = 
1 H W M i $ L W M c ]  The Processor Load (PL) for compute level 
i of a CS is defined as High (H) if li > H W M i ,  Low (L) if 
l i  < L W M i ,  and Medium (M) if L W M i  5 l i  5 H W M i .  
The processor state at time instant t is determined based on 
the processor loads at times t and t - 1 as follows. The pro- 
cessor is in state High Transmitter (T+) if P L ( t  - 1) = H 
and PL(t)  = H, Transmitter (T) if PL(t  - 1) = M or L 
and PL(t)  = H, High Receiver (R+) if PL(t - 1) = L and 
PL(t) = L, and Receiver (R) if PL(t  - 1)= H or M and 
PL(t)  = L. The QoS-aware load-balancing scheme helps 
maintain equal loads on all CSs by migrating tasks from 
processors in state T+ and T to processors in state R+ and 
R. Tasks from CSs in state T+ are migrated to CSs in state 
R+ until either one of them reaches a queue length of SA. 
If any of the CSs in state T+ remain, tasks from such CSs 
are migrated to CSs in state R. On the other hand, if CSs in 
state R remain, we migrate tasks from CSs in state T. 

4. DESIGN SPACE EXPLORATION 

The Harmony layer of the HARMONY architecture that im- 
plements the various schemes for network and compute reser- 
vation and load-balancing is implemented as a C code. An 
MU is admitted into the MCE only when the requested Qn 
and Qc can be guaranteed. Load-balancing is invoked on a 
call admission, call termination and handoff. We simulate 
an MCE with 64 cells, with a cell diameter of one kilome- 
ter and 16 CSs, each CS with a compute capacity of 4096 
MIPS. The Call Durations are independent and uniformly 
distributed in the range of 0 to 5 minutes. The Speed and 
Direction of an MU is uniformly distributed from 0 to 20 
Kmph and 0 to 360 degrees respectively. These assump- 
tions are based on the design space of the Ubiquitous Com- 
munications project [ 11. Simulations were carried out for 
more than 10000 calls per cell. The design space of HAR- 
MONY comprises compute levels N, primary and secondary 
resource usage factors pp, ps,  and call arrival rate A. The de- 
sign space is explored by assigning different probabilities to 
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Figure 3: cd Blocking Probability for (I): Pind = Pdep = 0.5, pgua = Ppred = 0.5, (11): P;nd = Pdep = 0.5, p p a  = 0.7, Ppred = 0.3. 
(111): Pind = Pdep = 0.5, Pgua = 0.3, Ppred = 0.7, The shaded bars are labeled as A : contribution to PCB due to lack of network resources for 
p p  = ps = 0.8, B : contribution to PCB due to lack of compute resources, C : PCB for p p  = ps = 0.8, D : contribution to PCB due to lack of network 
resources for p p  = ps = 0.6, E : contribution to PCB due to lack of compute resources, and F : PCB for p p  = ps = 0.6. 

the various traffic classes. The metrics used to explore the 
design space are Percentage Call Blocking (PCB) and Net- 
work Utilization (NU) .  Let Pdep and P i n d  denote the proba- 
bility of mobility independent and dependent network QoS 
traffic class and PgUa and Ppred  be the probability of guar- 
anteed and predictive traffic class. We restrict the number 
of compute levels to six per CS since a further increase did 
not improve performance. Figure 3 summarizes the results 
for PCB. Percentage of calls dropped due to lack of net- 
work resources reduces to 3.87% from 19.1 1% as p p  and ps 
are increased from 0 to 0.6. The effect of load-balancing 
manifests as an improvement in PCB. For X = 0.1, load- 
balancing reduces the PCB to 6.48% from 11.81%. The ef- 
fect of load-balancing is more pronounced for higher values 
of A. Increasing p p  and ps results in more resources being 
reserved in FONs and SONS, and hence less number of calls 
are dropped due to lack of network resources, but ‘would re- 
sult in higher under utilization of network resources. We 
observe that as p p  and ps increase from 0.6 to 0.8, PCB 
increases by 3.06% and NU reduces by 7.8%. The PCB in- 
creases by 3.43% and reduces by 4.31% when guaranteed 
and predictive class dominate respectively as compared to 
the case when both are equiprobable. The corresponding 
NU reduces by 17% and increases by 5.1%. When calls 
subscribing to predictive class dominate, network resources 
reserved by any MU is available to other MUS subscribing 
to predictive network QoS class. Similar plots for NU (not 
shown here for lack of space) combined with those of PCB 
(Figure 3) defines the feasible region for call admission. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper investigates the design space of the HARMONY 
architecture for providing network and compute guarantees. 

Network guarantees are provided based on the ENTROPY 
model and compute guarantees are provided by mapping 
and reserving compute capacity for mobile originated tasks 
to compute servers in the backbone. The effect of load- 
balancing is seen as an improvement in call blocking prob- 
ability. Network resources is a bottle neck when MUS sub- 
scribing to guaranteed or mobility independent class of traf- 
fic dominate and compute resources is a bottleneck when 
predictive and mobility dependent class of traffic dominate. 
The increase in primary and secondary resource usage fac- 
tor results in a higher call blocking probability but reduces 
the number of calls blocked due to handoff. 
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